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On April 27, the Environmental Studies

Program held its annual welcome event

for our newly-declared majors.  We

gathered together in front of venerable,

old Goodsell Observatory on a sunny

afternoon, had cookies with Welcome to

ENTS written on them, and talked about

our lives and interests in environmental

studies.  Such an event would usually fly under the radar of

this newsletter, but this year it marked the first time we had

all gathered in person for a program event in over a year.  The

mood was joyous, and it seemed that everyone remarked on

how nice it was to see one another in person.

That joy says a lot about the past year.  More than seventy

percent of our classes were online this year; the library had

restricted access and seating; a lot of research was channeled

into online approaches and sources; our annual comps

symposium was online, too; students often carried their meals

from the dining halls back to their rooms in reusable

Green2Go containers; the recreation center and climbing wall

were closed or restricted for most of the year; and masks and

COVID tests were our everyday norms.  Not since World War

II has life in the United States and around the world been so

upended.

In the face of all of these challenges, our students showed

resilience, determination, creativity, and poise.  Our seniors

completed terrific comps projects that involved innovative

research methods and sources.  The theme for this year was

the overlapping crises set in motion by the COVID-19

pandemic, the tragic murder of George Floyd and the racial

reckoning that has followed, the economic upheaval that has

engulfed the world, and the effects of accelerating climate

change.  We are very proud of our seniors’ accomplishments

in comps and the academic accomplishments of all of our

students.

Our faculty also showed their grit and innovation this past

year.  Like our students, faculty learned how to run their

classrooms through Zoom, and some taught in mixed-mode

formats that combined physical and virtual experiences into

the same class.  Some faculty incorporated more visiting

scholars and professionals into their classes, innovated new

lab experiences, and developed new kinds of assignments.  In

my own American Cities and Nature seminar, I arranged for

the author of every book we read to visit with my students for

an hour and discuss their work.  Those were engaging

conversations and something that Zoom made far easier to

arrange.  In Dan Maxbauer’s Carbon and Climate class, he

had his on-campus students break out of their rooms to study

the potential of silicate weathering and crushed rock soil

amendments in the arb for carbon sequestration.  The

students loved the project and its real-world applicability.

The program also celebrated the tenure of our environmental

anthropologist, Professor Constanza Ocampo-Raeder.  Her

research focuses on the political ecology of resource

management strategies in areas of the world with high

biological and cultural diversity.  Her current project

addresses the socio-ecological complexities of sustainable

food systems in Peru and Mexico.  We are most fortunate to

have her on our faculty and teaching in this program.

Next week we will graduate fifteen new Environmental

Studies majors, and we will be sending them off with our very

best wishes.  They will find a world sorely in need of their

expertise and passion, as climate change and a host of other

pressing issues await them.  Our fervent hope is that they –

and all of our alumni and friends of the program – will find

rewarding ways to engage with the world and help put it on a

more sustainable and just footing.

Lastly, this June marks the end of my four-year run as the

program’s director.  It has been an honor to shepherd the

program through these years, and I want to thank colleagues,

students, alumni, and the many visitors we have hosted for

making this period a rich and interesting one. 

I’m particularly grateful to four colleagues: to Professor Kim

Smith, whose thoughtful counsel helped me navigate the

shoals I encountered; to Professors Constanza Ocampo-

Raeder and Michael Kowalewski, who always had an

encouraging and supportive word to share; and to Lisa

Falconer, who was simply marvelous in caring for the

program’s day-to-day administrative responsibilities and in

taking my sometimes unformed ideas and turning them into

lovely, fun gatherings.  Beginning in July, the program’s next

director will be Professor Aaron Swoboda.

Warm wishes for a healthy, restorative summer,

George Vrtis

ENTS Majors in the Class of 2021, Pictured with Professor

George Vrtis (top left) and Professor Kim Smith (bottom left)
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Chesley Lecture by Dr. Robin Wall Kimmerer

This past October, the ENTS Department hosted Dr. Robin

Wall Kimmerer for a virtual talk as part of the Frank G. and

Jean M. Chelsey Annual Lecture series. The lecture series,

established in 1986, aims to bring outstanding scholars to

Carleton and rotates among departments in both the sciences

each year.

Dr. Kimmerer is a mother, scientist, decorated professor of

environmental biology, and enrolled member of the Citizen

Potawatomi Nation. Her lecture, titled “The Honorable

Harvest: Indigenous Knowledge for Sustainability,” wove

together stories about the extinction of passenger pigeons and

the forced removal of Potawatomi people from traditional

lands to comment on today’s crises of “climate chaos and

species extinction.” Dr. Kimmerer went on to explain the need

to reclaim traditional knowledge in order to mend our

relationship with the land.

Both Dr. Kimmerer’s book and visit were “incredibly

powerful,” described Ada Wright, ENTS ’22. “In her ethic, it is

not just that humans benefit from nature but that nature

benefits from the presence of humans and our actions. This

was revolutionary for me to think about.”

Dr. Kimmerer also located the role of institutions like Carleton

in reclaiming traditional ecological knowledge. “The complex

issues of living sustainably on the planet require a diversity of

intellectual approaches,” she stressed. “While science is an

extremely powerful way of knowing, it’s certainly not the only

one,” and “the job of institutions like Carleton is creating a

microclimate where both of these knowledges can flourish.”

The audience had the opportunity to ask Dr. Kimmerer

questions at the end of the talk, and faculty, alumni, students,

and community members alike thanked her for her virtual

visit.

Biology Department Seminar on Climate Injustice

This year, the Biology Department’s Fall term seminar series

centered on the theme of confronting racism in biology, with

professors and students collaborating to produce six 90-

minute seminars on select topics. The second seminar in the

series investigated racial disparities in the impacts of climate

change and pollution in the United States.

During the seminar, Vanna Figueroa ’21, Elöise Cowan ’22,

and Talia Willaims ’22 summarized the mechanisms through

which racist redlining practices in the 1930s led to lasting

economic consequences and environmental damage within

majority communities of color. For instance, historically

redlined neighborhoods still have the highest share of black

residents in cities across the country, and in most cities,

formerly redlined areas are afflicted with significantly

elevated land temperature. The students also summarized the

consequences for human health—from rates of asthma to risk

for dying from COVID-19—associated with redlining.

The three presenters along with Professors of Biology Dan

Hernandez and Rou-Jia Sung discussed why climate change

affects some neighborhoods more than others within the same

city and what can be done to mitigate racial inequities in

climate change impacts within the U.S.

“What I found most rewarding about this experience was

truly seeing how passionate both the students and faculty

were in researching the impacts of redlining,” said Figueroa.

“Though it was really fulfilling to simply learn about how

racially-based housing influences health outcomes in minority

populations, I think that witnessing both Carls and faculty

zealously work together to address this problem was what

made it a truly unique (and a pretty heartwarming)

experience.”

Cowan added, “This change in the format of the biology

seminars was an important recognition of the social context

that we study in… Talia, Vanna, and I were given a voice and

a platform, to act, even in a small way, against racism and

climate change, so it was a meaningful opportunity.”

Energy Club’s COVID-19 and Energy Panel 

This past November, Energy Club, a student-run

sustainability club on campus, hosted a panel of three

speakers to talk about how the COVID-19 pandemic has

affected the energy sector nationally.

Panelists included Derek Murrow ’95, the senior director of

the Natural Resource Defense Council’s Climate and Clean

Energy program; Jon Blaufuss ’10, the commercial program

manager at the Center for Energy and Environment, a

nonprofit promoting organization based in the Twin Cities

that promotes sustainable energy use; and Nina Axelson, the

vice president of sustainability and outreach at Ever-Green

Energy, a consulting firm based in St. Paul widely recognized

for its leadership in energy conservation and renewable

energy. The panelists were moderated by Jeremy Fleishhacker

’23 and responded to a number of pre-written questions as

well as questions from the audience. 

The discussion covered a multitude of factors related to the

pandemic contributing to both decreases and increases in

energy consumption in the United States, such as reduced

driving and simultaneous reduced use of transit systems. But

the panelists collectively emphasized three factors that will

determine country’s energy usage going forward: constraints

on clean energy investments as a result of economic

downturn; the extent of Democratic legislative power over the

next four years; and developing technologies for shaping the

country’s electric grid.

“I didn’t realize how many financial components were

involved in turning the gears to make sustainable energy

happen—there’s so much navigation of different companies’

actions and all of these moving parts,” said Sarah Allaben ’21,

one of the Energy Club leaders who organized the panel.

The panelist also touched on the responsibilities of colleges

and universities for promoting green energies. “You may not

be aware of this, but Carleton’s chief financial officer and

facilities folks are really open-minded and ambitious in terms

of their infrastructure and energy programs,” said Axelson.

Even compared to other universities’ energy programs, she

said, Carleton’s programs “are actually leaps and bounds

ahead.”

 Student Internships

A Glimpse of ENTS Majors' Summer 2020

Internships 

Travel lockdowns and limits on non-essential work during the

pandemic restricted student internship opportunities during

the summer of 2020. Some internships were cancelled at the

outset of the pandemic and others became more competitive

as students around the country sought opportunities for

remote work.

Nevertheless, a number of students not only landed

internships but were able to work on some of the pressing

crises illuminated during “COVID summer,” from a local to

international scale.

A number of ENTS majors researched climate change-related

issues: Karen Chen (ENTS ’21) interned with a branch of the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) compiling

information on climate adaptation and mitigation strategies

being used across the nation. Alli Palmbach (ENTS/POSC ’21)

also interned remotely with the EPA, presenting to executives

about upcoming legislation and creating maps and

infographics for public outreach. At local level, Andrew Farias

(ENTS/POSC ’21) worked with the City of Northfield

researching sustainable electrification technologies and how

they can be used to advance the goals of the local Climate

Action Plan. 

Students worked at the intersection of environmental and

social justice issues as well. Farias also completed a Mellon

fellowship focused on investigating the differences between

the Obama and Trump administrations’ responses to

environmental justice. Interning remotely with the Nashville,

TN Mayor’s Office, Ella Stack (ENTS ’22) conducted a nation-

wide survey of cities to determine best practices for

prioritizing environmental justice, procedural equity, and

distributive equity in climate action planning. Chloe

Truenbach (ENTS ’23) learned about community organizing

and voter engagement in a remote internship with ISAIAH, a

statewide Minnesota nonprofit that uses community

organizing to push for racial and economic equity.

ENTS-Funded Internship: Studying Epidemics in

Freshwater Filter Feeders

Each year, the ENTS department provides funding to majors

interested in unpaid internships. This past year, Erika

Mitchell (ENTS ‘21) received ENTS internship funding. 

Mitchell spent the summer of 2020 studying epidemics in

populations of daphnia—a small, planktonic crustacean—

through a remote internship with Indiana University.

Daphnia are herbivorous filter feeders common in freshwater

lakes. When daphnia encounter fungal spores while feeding,

they are unable to avoid filtering them in, and once the

daphnia die from infection, more spores are released into the

environment. 

The most rewarding part of the internship, according to

Mitchell, was modeling data using R, including investigating

correlations between disease prevalence and other possible

factors. “Initially, I was disappointed that I would not be able

to gain experience collecting field data, but the skills I gained

using R and working with data will be very helpful after

graduation,” she said. Mitchell is planning to work as a lab

technician or work for an organization like the National Park

Service or Department of Natural Resources next year.

Off-Campus Studies Programs

This year, the great majority of off-campus studies programs

were cancelled due to the pandemic, including all of

Carleton’s faculty-led programs, which usually make up

about 60% of Carleton students’ study abroad experiences.

Nonetheless, a few students took advantage of study abroad

programs that quickly innovated to carry forth in the midst of

the pandemic.

Environmetal Education in the Rocky Mountains 

Kara Sun (ENTS ’22) spent the fall semester in the Rocky

Mountains on Colorado College’s Teaching and Research in

Environmental Education (TREE) program. The program is

centered around teaching and brought a group of 8 students

to a small campus about 45 minutes from Colorado College.

In a normal year, students on the program get around 80

hours of teaching experience with fifth graders who come to

the campus. Although this was not possible during COVID,

Sun’s cohort shifted their focus to curriculum building,

education theory, and teaching each other.

“The fact that I got to do an in-person program during

COVID was really lucky,” she said. One of her favorite parts of

the program was the beautiful location. The campus had

three buildings, with no WiFi in the dorm: “We were just

living in the woods,” she said. “There were hundreds of miles

of trails right out of my door and two lakes on the property

that we could swim in.”

Sun plans to go into public education after graduating from

Carleton with the goal of connecting more people with the

outdoors.

A view from Colorado College's TREE campus.

Program Spotlight 

A Model for Sustainability: Carleton’s Green2Go

Program   

In the fall of 2019, Andrew Farias (ENTS/POS ’21), a member

of the Waste Team in the Sustainability Office, was pouring

over the numbers about waste in Carleton’s dining halls and

cafés. 

The Sustainability Office had recently launched a reusable

thermos pilot program to reduce use of disposable cups on

campus: Each year, students were using an estimated

185,000 single-use compostable cups, costing the college

about $82,000 annually. The idea behind the thermos

program was to begin redirecting these funds toward the

purchase of reusable thermoses for incoming students.

Farias hatched the idea of the Green2Go (G2G) program

when mulling over how to similarly reduce use of compostable

food containers in Sayles Café. The simple structure of the

program is that students have a G2G card they can trade in

for a clean, reusable food container and later return their

used food container for either another G2G card or a clean

container.

The Sustainability Office, planning to launch the G2G pilot

program in the spring of 2020, forged ahead with the project

for the 280 students remaining on campus when COVID-19

pandemic forced the majority of students to leave. The

following year, with the return of nearly 2,000 students to

campus and the pandemic continuing to limit both space

available and students’ desire to eat in the dining halls, the

Sustainability Office extended the program.

“I’m still astounded by how far the program has come,” Farias

told Carleton’s College News. Carleton purchased a total

4,500 reusable containers for Fall term with money allocated

to COVID-19 expenses. This purchase proved to be money-

saving after only a few months, with almost all G2G

containers, which can be used upwards of 300 times,

remaining in circulation. By contrast, without the G2G

program, the college would be spending an estimated $4,160

per week on $0.26 compostable clamshells.

Further, the G2G program has robust student support. 

“Far and away, the ability to eat outside of the dining halls

was the most reported benefit of the G2G program, which was

followed by the convenience of the program. The fact that it

reduces waste was also an oft cited positive of the program,”

said Alle Brown-Law (ENTS ’21), who investigated the

effectiveness of the program as part of a class project. 

Program managers in the Sustainability Office hope to

continue the program after the pandemic. “I think we’re an

example of an institution that is doing something right and is

taking advantage of the special opportunity that the COVID

situation has presented,” Karen Chen (ENTS ’21), a Bon

Appétit Student Sustainability Ambassador, said in a Bon

Appétit post. “Our model could be used as an example for

other institutions to follow in step, and that would be a really

awesome way to expand our impact and promote

sustainability outside of just this campus.”

Karen Chen '21 enjoying a G2G meal.

Faculty Highlight:

Professor Kim Smith 

Q&A: Professor Kim Smith receives Forest History

Society book award

The Forest History Society's Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Book

Award recognizes superior scholarship in forest and

conservation history each year. In the fall of 2020, Professor

Kimberly Smith received the award for her recent book, The

Conservation Constitution: The Conservation Movement and

Constitutional Change, 1870-1930.

Dr. Smith’s book follows the Progressive Era conservation

movement, explaining how it persuaded courts to expand the

government's constitutional powers to manage environmental

resources. The book highlights the significance of

constitutional history to understanding the government's role

in environmental management.

Smith, who has a J.D. and Ph.D. in Political Science, teaches

courses in Carleton’s Environmental Studies Program and the

Political Science Department.

Q. How did you land on this topic for your book?

A. I wrote the book to fill two big gaps in the literature, which

I discovered to my huge surprise. In the environmental

history literature, we know a lot about the Progressive Era

conservation movement—there has been a ton of scholarship

on that period—but that literature didn't address the role of

the courts or legal doctrine. On the other hand, in

constitutional history, there's another huge gap: again, that

period in constitutional development has been studied to

death, and yet existing scholarship didn't talk about natural

resource management as one of the areas where the

Constitution developed. So, it turned out that there was a

story to be told.

Q. What did the process of research for this book

look like?

A. One thing I did for this book is archival research: I went to

the National Archives with a student researcher and looked at

the records of the early Forest Service to see whether Forest

Service Officers were talking about constitutional law. I was a

little bit surprised to find that people up and down the

hierarchy, from Gifford Pinchot to the rangers managing

national forests out west, were deeply involved in these

debates about the Constitution. They were coming up with

litigation strategies. For instance, I found a memo that was

written by Aldo Leopold, of all people, developing an

argument about why he thought federal government should

have authority over the wildlife in federal forests. That was

one of the big constitutional questions being litigated at the

time.

    A lot of people who look at the history of constitutional law

focus on published opinions by courts.  Looking into the

executive branch and congressional documents is a little bit

less common. I was able to show that the courts were not the

only places where constitutional doctrine was being

developed.

Q. What are you working on next?

A. I am currently in the midst of my next book. I wanted to

do something a little more contemporary, and I wanted to

look at climate change, so the angle that I've chosen is to look

at how climate change has been incorporated into the law

school curriculum. It will get into the question of how we

train the people who are going to be solving the twenty-first

century problems that we're facing.

Q. You’ve now published six books. How do you

balance your work doing research and teaching?

A. I don't really like the metaphor of balance--I like the idea

of integrating. I have some things that are at the core of what

I'm doing with my life, and that is teaching people things that

will help them relate better to the natural world. That's the

core value, and I integrate things around it. I integrate my

research so that it's supporting my teaching, the teaching is

supporting the research, and both are supporting my core

value.

Awards

Alle Brown Law (ENTS ’21)

The Environmental Studies Program is pleased to name Alle

Brown Law (ENTS ’21) the winner of the Casper Award. The

Barry M. “Mike” Casper Award was established in 2011 by the

ENTS program to honor the memory of Mike Casper,

professor of physics from 1966 to 2003 and long-time

cornerstone of the environmental studies program at

Carleton. This prize honors the graduating ENTS major who

best personifies Professor Casper’s commitment to both

superior academic achievement and energy and leadership in

support of understanding and protecting the environment.

Brown Law also received the Stewsie Sustainability Award, an

annual prize that the Carleton Environmental Advisory

Committee gives one student who has made a notable impact

on academic and/or operational sustainability efforts at

Carleton. The award recognizes the determination,

conviction, and innovation of long-time superintendent of

grounds Dredson Blake Steward (better known as “Stewsie”).

Andrew Farias (ENTS/POSC ’21)

Andrew Farias (ENTS/POSC ’21) received a handful of

awards, including the Mortar Board, a Weitz Fellowship, the

Class of 1966 Diversity of Achievement Award, and The

Second Century Student Award.

The Mortar Board is a national honor society that recognizes

graduates for their leadership skills, service engagement, and

commitment to promoting positive change on college

campuses. Farias, along with fourteen other Carleton seniors,

was invited to join the Mortar Board for further leadership

development and service opportunities. 

The Weitz fellowship, a Carleton-exclusive fellowship

established by Wally Weitz ’70 and Barbara Weitz ’70, funds

one-year jobs for eight Carleton graduates at different

nonprofit organizations in Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska.

Farias will spend the year working with Nebraska Appleseed,

an organization that fights for justice and opportunity for

Nebraskans on issues such as child welfare, immigration

policy, affordable health care, and poverty through legal,

policy, and civic engagement work.

The Class of 1966 Diversity of Achievement Award, established

by members of the class on the 25th anniversary of their

graduation, recognizes Carleton students who have made a

distinctive contribution to the college or the community in

diverse areas, such as the arts, community service, student

government, or academic research. 

Finally, the Second Century Student Award honors a Carleton

student who has demonstrated significant service to others

(on or off campus).

COMPS Projects 2021 

Each year, ENTS faculty select a theme for senior majors'

comprehensive exercises. The theme for 2021 was the

overlapping crises set in motion by the COVID-19 pandemic,

the tragic murder of George Floyd and racial reckoning that

has followed, the economic upheaval that has engulfed the

world, and the effects of accelerating global climate change.

Below are links to the Class of 2021 projects.

The Green Zones Initiative: A Community-Driven

Environmental Justice Policy in Minneapolis (Awarded

Distinction)

Climate Migration: Implications of Duluth as a “Climate-

Proof City” (Awarded Distinction)

Cows, Colleges, and COVID: A Single Case Study into

Northfield’s Climate Action Plan Implementation During the

2020 Pandemic

Staying Grounded: COVID-19 Impact on CO2 Emissions from

Transportation in the United States

Assessing a Transition in Environmentalism: A Comparison of

Campaign and NGO Rhetoric and the Effect of Crises on

Biden’s Proposed Environmental Policy 
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